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About the Vocabulary 
The 600 words in each book of this series, along with the additional target words in the appendices 

found in the first three books of the series, include the most useful words in English. The books 

are based on the carefully researched BNC/COCA word frequency lists, which can be found on 

Paul Nation's website. Because of the way that they were chosen, these words have the following 

characteristics: 

1. They are useful in both spoken and written English. No matter what English course a learner is

studying, the words in these books will be of value.

2. Each word in these books is a high-frequency word or mid-frequency word. This means that the

effort invested in learning the words will not be wasted. Learners will have many chances to

encounter or use them in their studies.

3. As a whole, these books cover a large proportion of the words in any spoken or written text. They

cover at least 80% of the words in newspapers and academic texts, and at least 90% of the words

in novels. They also cover at least 90% of the words in conversation.

About the Books 
The activities in these books are specially designed to make use of important learning conditions. 

The words are introduced using sentence definitions and an example sentence. The activities 

that follow in the units encourage learners to recall the meanings and forms of the words. Some 

activities also make the learners think about the meaning of the words in the context of a sentence

a sentence which differs from the sentences that occurred in the introduction of the words. Moreover, 

each unit ends with a story containing the target words. While reading the story, the learners have 

a chance to recall the meanings of the words and adapt them to the context of the story. Such 

activities help learners develop a better understanding of a common meaning for a given word that 

fits the different uses. 

Images for each target word help learners visualize the word as it is used in the example sentence. 

These word-image associations help students grasp the meaning of the word as well as recall the 

word later. 

Book 1 assumes that the learner knows around 400 words of English and focuses on the remaining 

words in the first 1000, plus some from the second 1000. 

Book 4 focuses primarily on the words in Averil Coxhead's well-known Academic Word List. This list 

of 570 words is particularly useful for learners of English as a foreign language who need to read 

academic texts in English at secondary school or university level, and who need to speak, write, and 

listen to lectures on academic topics in English. 

Although many words have more than one grammatical form, this series focuses on the word's most 

common form. This is mentioned to remind learners that, just because a word is labeled and used as 

a noun in this series, does not mean that it can never be used in another form. This series has simply 

focused on the word in the form in which it is most likely to be used. 



To ensure that a wide range of learners in any given class can find useful words to learn in each unit, the 

inclusion of words does not strictly adhere to each 1000-word level. However, there is a progression from 

the first 1000 words to the fourth 1000 words through the books in the series. Table 1 shows the levels of 

the books. 

Table 1: The books in the 4000 ESSENTIAL ENGLISH WORDS series, frequency levels, and CEFR levels 

Book 1 1000 A2 

Book 2 1000-2000 A2 

Book 3 2000-3000 Bl 

Book 4 AWL B2 

Books 3000-4000 B2 

Book 6 4000 Cl 

Supporting Learning with Other Activities 
A well-balanced language course provides four major opportunities for learning: learning through input, 

learning through output, deliberate learning, \3nd fluency development. The highly structured activities in 

these books support all four types of learning opportunities. Learning can further be supported through 

the following activities: 

1. Have students create vocabulary cards with one word from the unit on one side of the card and the

translation of the word in the student's first language on the other side. Students should use the cards

for study in free moments during the day. Over several weeks, students will find that quick repeated

studying for brief periods of time is more effective than studying for hours at one sitting.

2. Assign graded readers at appropriate levels. Reading such books provides both enjoyment as well as

meaning-focused input, which will improve student recall of the words.

3. Practice reading fluency to promote faster recall of word meaning for both sight recognition and

usage. Compass Publishing's Reading for Speed and Fluency is an invaluable resource for reading fluency

material.

4. Include listening, speaking, and writing activities in classes. Reinforcement of the high-frequency

vocabulary presented in this series is important across all four language skills.

Author Paul Nation 
Paul Nation is Emeritus Professor of Applied Linguistics in the School of Linguistics and 

Applied Language Studies at Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand. He has taught 

in Indonesia, Thailand, the United States, Finland, and Japan. His specialist interests are 

language teaching methodology and vocabulary learning. 

Paul Nation's website 

https://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/about/staff/paul-nation 
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WORD LIST 

D agree [agri:J

v. To agree is to have the same opinion or belief as another person.

The students agree they have too much homework.

D alcofaol [relkaM:IJ

n. Alcohol is a type of drink that can make people drunk.

A person should not drive a car after he or she has been drinking alcohol.

D arrive [araivJ

v. To arrive is to get somewhere.

They arrived at school at 7 a.m.

D August [::i:9astJ

n. August is the eighth month of the year.

Is your birthday in August?

D boat [boutJ

n. A boat is a vehicle that moves across water.

There is a small boat on the lake. 

D breakfast [brekfastJ

n. Breakfast is the morning meal.

I ate eggs for breakfast.

D camera [kremaraJ

n. A camera is a piece of equipment that takes pictures.

I brought my camera on my vacation.

D capital [ka:!pat1J

n. A capital is a city where a country's government is based .

The capital of the United States is Washington, D.C. 

o catch [kffitn

v. To catch is to grab or get something.

Did you catch the ball during the baseball game?

o duck[d11kJ

n. A duck is a small water bird.

People feed ducks at the lake.
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D enjoy [ind36iJ

v. To enjoy is to like something.

The woman enjoys riding her bicycle.

D invite [invaitJ

v. To invite is to ask someone to come to a place or event.

I will invite my friends to my birthday party.

D love [!Av]

v. To love is to like something or someone a lot.

I love my family very much.

D month [m/\n8J

n. A month is one of 12 periods of time in one year.

January is the first month of the year.

D travel [trrevalJ

v. To travel is to go to a faraway place on vacation or business.

They will travel to Argentina this summer.

D typical [tipikalJ

adj. If something is typical, it is normal, or something that usually happens. 

My typical breakfast is toast and eggs. 

D visit [vizitJ

v. To visit is to go and spend time in another place or see another person.

She wants to visit her grandmother.

D weather [weoarJ

n. Weather is the temperature and the state of the outdoors.

Today's weather is rainy and cloudy.

D week (wi:kJ

n. A week is a period of time that is seven days long.

What are you doing next week?

D wine [wain]

n. Wine is an alcoholic drink made from grapes.

The store carried both red and white wine. 

. 9 
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John's dog was a bad dog. He bit people frequently. John was concerned about 

this. It was not an appropriate way for a dog to behave. His friends in the village always 

expected the dog to bite them. The news about John's dog spread through the village. 

None of the people wanted to go to John's house. John tried to instruct the dog to 

behave, but it never worked. He tried to be patient and teach the dog to be calm. That 

also didn't work. John didn't want to punish the dog. "How will I stop my dog's bad habit?" 

John asked himself. 

John's friend came to talk to him about the issue. "During their important meeting;' 

his friend said, "the people in the village asked me to represent them. We want your dog 

to stop this habit. Why don't you put a bell around the dog's neck? This way, we would 

hear your dog coming down the street:' 

John thought this was a great idea. Now, people could stay away from the dog. It 

would not be able to bite anyone anymore. 

The dog liked the bell, too. People looked at him when they heard his bell. This 

made the dog very content. He liked the sound the bell made when he walked. 

One day, John's dog strolled through the village and met some other dogs. He 

expected them to want a bell like his. But they laughed at his bell. They said the bell made 

people avoid him. John's dog shook his head. "No, they look at me because they like the 

bell:' 

The other dogs said, "You have the wrong idea about what makes you popular. Of 

course, they like your bell. It tells them where you are so they can avoid you. You aren't 

able to bite them anymore!" 

You see, being popular isn't something positive when it's for the wrong reason. 



READING COMPREHENSION 

Answer the questions. 

1. What is this story mainly about?

a. A dog that is frequently bad

b. A dog's stroll through town

c. A content man and his dog

d. A village that liked John's dog

2. What is true of the dog?

a. He likes none of John's friends.

b. He shakes his head too much.

c. He bites when it's not appropriate.

d. He expects people to be calm around him.

3. Why did the issue with the dog bother John?

a. People thought of John in a positive way.

b. People avoided going to John's house.

c. People didn't want John to represent them.

d. People didn't like the song that John played.

4. What did John do to stop the dog's bad habit?

a. He instructed the dog on learning tricks.

b. He punished the dog for biting.

c. He was patient and showed concern.

d. He put a bell around the dog's neck.

S. What did the other dogs say about the bell?

.,. 



Have you heard of the Iron man Triathlon? It's considered one of the most challenging 

sporting events in the world. Competitors swim, ride a bike, and run. The race consists of 

a 3.86-kilometer swim, a 180.25-kilometer bicycle ride, and a 42.2-kilometer run. There 

are no breaks during the race, so competitors must keep going no matter what. People 

who choose to enter this race must be healthy and prepared in both mind and body. 

lronman races are held all over the world. Some well-known competitions take 

place in New Zealand, Germany, and California in the United States. There are several 

rules for those who want to compete in the lronman. The minimum age of racers is 18, 

so everyone who competes is an adult. Training for the lronman can take more than 

a year. People who train often start practicing the events at shorter distances first and 

then increase the amount of length and time they swim, bike, and run. Training can 

be difficult because people need to find a balance of strength and endurance training. 

Without enough training, people can get bad injuries. Some people even gain weight 

when training because their bodies store calories instead of using them for energy. All 

people in training should drink plenty of water. 

Doctors believe that exercise is good for people's health and helps the heart. 

People participate in other sports and games such as golf or American football, but the 

Iron man is a challenging way to stay fit. Even though it is hard, it can still be fun. It's a great 

way to stay active and enjoy life! 



READING COMPREHENSION 

Answer the questions. 

1. What is the passage about?

a. Eating healthy food

b. Competing in lronman races

c. Playing sports

d. Learning how to run

2. How long is the run in an lronman race?

a. 3.86 kilometers

b. 180.25 kilometers

c. 42.2 kilometers

d. 226.31 kilometers

3. How old must you be to be in the lronman?

a. Less than 18 years old

b. At least 18 years old

c. 42 or older

d. There is no age limit

4. According to the passage, why is it dangerous not to train before

doing the lronman?

a. There are exciting races around the world.

b. It is fun and a good way to exercise.

c. Racers will win if they practice.

d. Bad injuries can happen without good training.

S. The lronman is made up of which three sports?

••
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WORD LIST 

D aP-art [apa:rtJ

adj. When people or things are apart, they are not next to each other. 

They moved apart and then came back together. 

D attribute [retribju:tJ

n. An attribute is a characteristic of a person or thing.

He isn't very clever, but he does have some other positive attributes.

D bilingual [bailil)gwalJ

adj. A bilingual person can speak two languages.

Since you already know English, after learning French you'll be bilingual. 

D completely [kampli:tliJ

adv. Something completely different is very, very different from before. 

I was completely wrong. 

o dash [dreJJ

v. To dash means to ruri or move quickly.

Helen dashed up the stairs so she wouldn't be late for her appointment.

D disgust [disg11stJ

n. Disgust is a feeling of distaste and anger caused by something rude or unpleasant.

He felt disgust toward his date because she had such terrible eating habits .

D fashionable [trefanablJ

adj. Something fashionable is what people like to wear and do now. 

It is very fashionable to wear a hat. 

D foreign [faranJ

adj. Something foreign is something we are not used to. 

He has travelled widely in foreign countries. 

D gulf [g,df]

n. A gulf is a gap between people who do not understand each other.

There has been a gulf between James and Tony since their parents died.

D mirror [mira(r)J

n. A mirror is usually made of glass, and you can see yourself in it.

He used the mirror to shine light in their eyes.
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D natural [ncetferelJ 

adj. Things that are natural are not made by people. 
We need to take care of the natural world. 

0 nowactaY.S [nauedeizJ 

adv. Nowadays means at the present time. 
Nowadays, not so many people smoke. 

D �an:ici�ant (pa:rtisepentJ 

n. A participant is someone who Joins in a social event or competition.
There were thousands of participants in this year's marathon.

D ritual [ritfuelJ 

n. A ritual is a formal custom that people do regularly.

{) Track 6-1 

Ken was very interested to learn about the religious rituals of the natives.

D spol<en [spoukenJ 

D 

adj. Spoken language is what we say. 
We cannot take back what has been spoken. 

n. Sport involves games like running, jumping, football, and tennis.
She loves watching sport on TV.

0 SUrP.risecl [serpraizd] 

adj. You are surprised when something unexpected happens. 
He didn't appear at all surprised when he read the article. 

D tense [tens] 

adj. When you are tense, you are not comfortable and feel unhappy. 
I felt very tense waiting to hear the result of the vote. 

D totall� [touteliJ 

adv. If you totally agree, you agree with everything just said. 
I am totally against that. 

D vague [veigJ 

adj. If something is vague, it is not clear and gives very few details. 
I asked him about his mother's health, but he was very vague about it. 



D Write the word that best fits each sentence.

1. attribute / disgust

Which of your wife's ____ do you like most?

Those kinds of bugs me.

2. bilingual/ foreign

I didn't realize Sam was ____ and spoke French too!

It is not difficult to see tourists at the market.

3. dash / apart

The dog ____ about the yard.

I have never been ____ from my family for longer than just a few hours.

4. natural/ vague

The terms of the contract seem very ___ _

All of the ingredients in this product are ___ _

S. nowadays I fashionable

My sister is very ____ and wears the latest trends.

____ , I don't usually go to the mall.

6. participant/ tense

Each ____ will receive a t-shirt and a sticker.

Everyone was very ____ before they announced the winner.

7. ritual/ mirror

If you break a ____ , you will get seven years of bad luck.

The athlete has a pre-game ____ that he does before every game.

8. spoken / totally

The idea Sally suggested was ____ new.

Even though it was a ____ agreement, it should be honored.

9. sport / gulf

This ____ requires very little physical strength.

I never noticed the between the boss and me. 
----

10. surprised / completely

We were ____ at the number of people who attended the festival.

The performers are ____ different from last year's.

.,. 



The Twins 
Katie and Alice were twins. They were so alike that few people could tell them 

apart. They were almost like seeing one person looking in a mirror. They even spoke in 

the same way as each other. They were best friends. 

But the twins' attributes were not all exactly the same. Alice preferred sport, and 

was a star athlete in soccer. Katie preferred foreign languages and was bilingual in 

French. Katie decided to be a participant at a summer camp in France. Alice wasn't 

interested in the French language, so she didn't go. But she was angry that Katie wanted 

to spend the summer away from her. 

Two months later, Katie returned. Alice dashed to the airport to greet her sister. 

But when Alice saw Katie, she was surprised. Katie now spoke French, and she looked 

completely different! She was wearing fashionable clothes, and she looked taller. Alice 

felt very messy next to her. She was just wearing an old t-shirt, and her hair looked untidy. 

When Alice asked Katie about France, Katie was vague and didn't say much. It made 

Alice feel tense and filled her with disgust because in the past, they 'd always told each 

other everything. Now there was a huge gulf between them. Over the weeks, the sisters 

spoke even less. 

Two months later, it was the twins' birthday. All their lives, they'd had a ritual. Before 

their birthday, they'd talk all night long. That night, Alice came into Katie's bedroom. 

"I'm sorry I haven't spoken to you much lately;' Katie said. 

"I understand. You have new friends now;' said Alice, angrily. 

Katie said, "My French friends don't write much nowadays. For a while, I thought 

they were more exciting than my friends at home. But I was wrong. You're my sister, and 

you'll always be my best friend:' 

Alice said, "I'm sorry, too. I wanted our relationship to stay the same forever. But it's 

totally natural for twins to have different interests. We can still be best friends without 

being together all the time:'



THE HUMAN BODY 
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